An Ideal Husband: A Play

An Ideal Husband: A Play by Oscar Wilde
is an 1895 comedic stage play which
revolves around blackmail and political
corruption, and touches on the themes of
public and private honour. The action is set
in London, in the present, and takes place
over the course of three days. Sooner or
later, Wilde notes, we shall all have to pay
for what we do. But he adds that, No one
should be entirely judged by their past. In
the summer of 1893, Oscar Wilde began
writing An Ideal Husband, and he
completed it later that winter. At this point
in his career he was accustomed to success,
and in writing An Ideal Husband he wanted
to ensure himself public fame. His work
began at Goring-on-Thames, after which he
named the character Lord Goring, and
concluded at St. James Place.

The incomparable Gina Riley leads a stellar cast in this timeless Oscar Wilde comedy. Home Plays and Tickets Season
2018 An Ideal Husband.An Ideal Husband plot summary, character breakdowns, context and analysis, and performance
video clips. Freddie and Edward Fox in An Ideal Husband ( Marc Brenner ) to see that it is the righteous folk who are
the real egomaniacs in this play.Comedy. An Ideal Husband Playbill - April 1996 Winner. 1996, Outstanding Revival of
a Play, Nominee 26 PhotosAn Ideal Husband on Broadway View AllThat romance and the scandal surrounding it
landed Wilde in jail two years later the same year his plays An Ideal Husband and The Importance of Being The
problem any production faces is how to reconcile the plays mix of melodrama and comedy. Churchs solution, like that
of Peter Hall in hisAn Ideal Husband is an 1895 comedic stage play by Oscar Wilde which revolves around blackmail
and political corruption, and touches on the themes of publicIntrigue and blackmail drive a suspenseful comedy-drama
that sparkles with Wildes inimitable wit. House Program: An Ideal Husband. ProductionAn Ideal Husband. Oscar
Wilde. Table of Contents Order The Importance of Being Earnest and Four Other Plays at . Previous Next. Take a
Studyhttps:///play//an-ideal-husband-tickets.aspx?The An Ideal Husband characters covered include: Sir Robert Chiltern
, Lady Gertrude Sir Robert Chiltern - Sir Robert is the plays tragic hero, a governmentAn Ideal Husband, also known as
Oscar Wildes An Ideal Husband, is a 1947 film Technicolor adaptation of the play by Oscar Wilde. It was made by
London Film
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